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Endrew F. v. Douglas County Sch. Dist.
On March 22, 2017, the Supreme Court of the United States issued its decision
in Endrew F. v. Douglas County School District, 580 U.S. __ (2017), Docket No. 15827

At issue was the substantive standard for a school district’s IEP, specifically,
whether an IEP is substantively adequate if it is calculated to provide “merely
more than de minimus” educational benefit to a student (the 10th Circuit
standard)
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Endrew F. v. Douglas County Sch. Dist.
The Court rejected the 10th Circuit standard, and held that:

“To meet its substantive obligation under the IDEA, a school must offer an
IEP reasonably calculated to enable a child to make progress appropriate
in light of the child’s circumstances.”
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Endrew F. v. Douglas County Sch. Dist.
The Court also rejected the standard forwarded by the parents, which would
require “an education that aims to provide a child with a disability opportunities
to achieve academic success, attain self-sufficiency, and contribute to society
that are substantially equal to the opportunities afforded children without
disabilities.”
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Endrew F. v. Douglas County Sch. Dist.
The Court went on to find that:
“Any review of an IEP must appreciate that the question is whether the
IEP is reasonable, not whether the court regards it as ideal.”
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Endrew F. v. Douglas County Sch. Dist.
In discussing what is “progress appropriate in light of the child’s circumstances,”
the Court explained that:
◦ For a child fully integrated in the regular classroom, an IEP typically should be reasonably
calculated to enable the child to achieve passing marks and advance from grade to grade.
◦ However, if integration in the regular curriculum is “not a reasonable prospect for a child, his
IEP need not aim for grade-level advancement.”
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Endrew F. v. Douglas County Sch. Dist.
Note that the Second Circuit (with jurisdiction over New York) had previously
recognized that “a child’s academic progress must be viewed in light of the
limitations imposed by the child’s disability.”
◦ Mrs. B. v. Milford Bd. of Educ., 103 F.3d 1114, 1121 (2d Cir. 1997)
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OCR 2016 YEAR IN REVIEW
Discrimination
Complaint Alleged

Number of Complaints

Percentage of Total
Complaints Received

Sex

7,747

46%

Disability

5,936

36%

Race/National Origin

2,439

15%

Age

581

3%

Note that some complaints cover more than one statute.
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OCR 2016 YEAR IN REVIEW
In 2016, OCR received the highest number of complaints in OCR’s
history, with a 61% increase from the prior year.
In particular, OCR reported that the number of complaints has risen
in areas such as restraint and seclusion of students with disabilities,
sexual violence, web accessibility for persons with disabilities, and
harassment on the basis of race, color or national origin.
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Changes to OCR Investigation Procedures
On June 8, 2017, OCR changed some of its practices for investigating complaints,
specifically:
•Investigations no longer automatically require 3 years of data to assess
compliance (e.g., on complaints regarding disparate impact of discipline
policies, investigators may now determine on a case-by-case basis what
data is necessary)
•“Systemic” or “class-action” type investigations will only be conducted
where complaints actually allege systemic violations
•Encouraging “reasonable resolution agreements with defined,
enforceable obligations placed upon recipients directly addressing the
concerns raised in the individual complaint . . . .”
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Federal Guidance Shifts
• May 13, 2016: OCR/DOJ issued a Joint Dear Colleague Letter, which required schools
to allow transgender students access to sex-segregated restrooms and locker rooms
consistent with their gender identity and forbade schools from requiring transgender
students to use “individual-user facilities when other students are not required to do
so.”
• The guidance confirmed that “there is no medical diagnosis or treatment
requirement that students must meet as a prerequisite to being treated consistent
with their gender identity.”
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Federal Guidance Shifts
• February 22, 2017: DOJ/OCR withdrew the May 13, 2016 Dear Colleague Letter,
citing the “significant litigation regarding school restrooms and locker rooms”
and the Departments’ belief that “there must be due regard for the primary
role of the States and local school districts in establishing educational policy.”
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Federal Guidance Shifts
•OCR reaffirms its commitment to:
• Protect students from discrimination, bullying, or harassment.
• Ensure that all students, including LGBT students, are able to learn and thrive
in a safe environment;
• Continue its duty under law to hear all claims of discrimination;
• Explore every appropriate opportunity to protect all students and to
encourage civility in our classrooms; and
• Apply Title IX and other federal laws to ensure such protection.
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Current Law – New York State
NY Education Law § 3201-a – prohibits discrimination based on sex with
respect to admission into or inclusion in courses of instruction and athletic
teams in public schools.
Dignity For All Students Act (N.Y. EDUC. L. ART 2)- 2012 law protects
students from discrimination, bullying, and harassment on the basis of a
person’s actual or perceived gender (including gender identity and
expression) and sexual orientation.
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New York State Guidance


The withdrawal of the federal guidance does NOT affect NYS school districts’
responsibilities towards transgender students.



(2/23/17) Governor Cuomo directs the Commissioner to “immediately issue a
directive to school districts making it clear that transgender students in this
State are expressly protected from discrimination and harassment under New
York State’s law and policies.”
http://www.nysed.gov/news/2017/ag-schneiderman-and-state-educationcommissioner-elia-issue-reminder-new-york-state
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New York State Guidance
•NYSED’s July 20, 2015 Transgender Guidelines
• Emphasizes a flexible approach in working with each transgender student
individually
• Offers a number of best practices, which reflect the primary goal of ensuring
the health and safety of the students and confirming that privacy and
confidentiality are maintained to protect students’ safety
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New York State Guidance
•SED recommends “that schools accept a student’s assertion of
his/her/their own gender identity.”

•“[I]n most cases nothing beyond a statement from the student
should be required.”
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New York State Guidance
•Per SED: “[I]n, [some] cases, transgender students do not want their
parents to know about their transgender status. These situations
must be addressed on a case-by-case basis and will require schools
to balance the goal of supporting the student with the requirement
that parents be kept informed about their children. The paramount
consideration in those situations is the health and safety of the
student and making sure that the student’s gender identity is
affirmed in a manner in which the level of privacy and confidentiality
is maintained necessary to protect the student’s safety.”
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Student Privacy
•FERPA gives parents (of students < 18 years old) the right to review
the educational records of their children, request changes to such
records, and to decide who else may have access to such records.
•Accordingly, if a student’s transgender status is included in his or her
education records, parents would have a right to see that
information.
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Student Privacy
•Per SED:
• Every effort should be made to immediately update student records (e.g.
attendance records, transcripts, IEPs, etc.) with the student’s chosen name
and appropriate gender markers
• School nurses should use the student’s chosen name, and only use the birth
name when necessary to ensure the student receives appropriate care and to
coordinate with other health care providers
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Student Privacy
• Avoid disclosure of records that may reveal the student’s assigned sex or
transgender status (but there may be exceptions for some institutions who
may have a legal right to see all student records)
• Keep birth name confidential (if student is using a chosen name) and
documents with birth name in separate file
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Use of Restrooms and Locker Rooms
•Per SED: “Alternative accommodations, such as a single “unisex” bathroom or
private changing space, should be made available to students who request
them, but should never be forced upon students, nor presented as the only
option.”
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Use of Restrooms and Locker Rooms
•Prohibiting a student from accessing the restroom and/or locker room that
match his or her gender identity may be prohibited discrimination on the basis
of gender under the Dignity for All Students Act.
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Use of Restrooms and Locker Rooms
•Under FERPA, school officials, including school staff, with a “legitimate
educational interest” may receive access to information from student records
without prior consent from a parent or eligible student.
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Dear Colleague Letter and Resource
Guidance on Students with ADHD
On July 26, 2016 OCR issued a Dear Colleague Letter to school
districts providing guidance with regard to the identification of, and
evaluations for, students diagnosed with ADHD
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Disability Determination
Per OCR, a determination that a student has any type of ADHD is a determination that a student
has an impairment for purposes of 504
Per OCR:
◦ “[O]CR will presume, unless there is evidence to the contrary, that a student with a diagnosis of ADHD is
substantially limited in one or more major life categories.”
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Evaluations for ADHD
Per OCR, a student with ADHD may achieve a high level of academic success, but may
nonetheless be substantially limited in a major life activity, because of the additional
time or effort it takes to read, write, or learn, compared to others.

“In OCR’s investigative experience, school districts sometimes rely on a student’s
average, or better-than-average, grade point average (GPA) and make inappropriate
decisions.”
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Evaluations for ADHD
Per OCR, school district evaluating for ADHD should ask how difficult it is or how much
time it takes a student with ADHD (in comparison to a student without ADHD) to plan,
begin, complete, and turn in an essay, term paper, homework assignment or exam.
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Evaluations for ADHD
Per OCR, students with inattentive type ADHD are less likely to come to the attention of
school district personnel because they are less likely to engage in impulsive or
disruptive behavior, but the obligation to evaluate is not diminished.
Similarly (per OCR) the ability of a student to hyper-focus on a particular activity (e.g., a
computer-based assignment), may not be sufficient to confirm a student does not have
ADHD
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Evaluations for ADHD
If parent requests an evaluation, district must either:
(i) conduct an evaluation to determine likelihood the student has a disability; or
(ii) explain its refusal to evaluate to parents, and notify parents of their right to dispute
the decision through due process procedures.
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Evaluations for ADHD
Per OCR, intervention strategies (e.g. response to intervention) must not be used to delay or
deny the 504 evaluation of a student suspected of having a disability.
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Disability Determination
Per OCR, districts should not act on the basis of stereotype or generalization about the nature of
ADHD in general, or the incidence in a particular group (e.g., more boys than girls have ADHD)
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Disability Determination
If a student is using mitigating measures (e.g., medications), any ameliorative effects cannot be
considered when evaluating whether the student is substantially limited in a major life activity.

Per OCR, the fact that a student with ADHD may need extra time to complete a homework
assignment and the student’s use of that mitigating measures could be an indication that the
student may have a disability.
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Disability Determination
Per OCR, districts should not assume that a student’s academic success is not substantially
limited in a major life activity because a student with ADHD may perform a major life activity in
a different condition, manner or amount of time than a student without ADHD.
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Disability Determination
Per OCR: “. . . there is nothing in Section 504 that requires a medical assessment as a
precondition to the school district’s determination that the student has a disability;”

Per OCR: if the District believes a medical assessment is necessary to determine whether the
student has ADHD, the student’s parents cannot be required to pay for it.
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Gender Equity in Career and Technical
Education
◦ “All students, regardless of their sex or gender, must have equal
access to the full range of CTE programs offered.”
◦ United States Dep’t of Ed., Office for Civil Rights and Office of Career, Technical, and Adult
Education
◦ OCR’s June 15, 2016 “Dear Colleague Letter”
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Gender Equity
Concern of DOE: Persistent underrepresentation, especially of women and girls, in CTE programs can
limit their access to higher-paying careers, which contributes to the gender pay gap and to women’s
economic insecurity which, in turn reinforces gender stereotyping in the field. In addition, it
decreases diversity in the workforce:
Plumbers
Electricians
Childcare
Cosmetology

<2% Women
<3% Women
>90%Women
>90%Women

Median hourly
Median hourly
Median hourly
Median hourly

$24.36
$24.57
$9.48
$11.12

Early childhood education teachers
<3% Men
Licensed practical/vocational nurses & medical assistants <10% Men
Statistics described in OCR’s June 15, 2016 “Dear Colleague Letter”.
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Gender Equity
Enrollment
◦ Disproportionate gender enrollment alone does not constitute a violation of Federal law.
◦ However, school districts and BOCES must conduct admission, recruitment, and counseling practices in a
nondiscriminatory manner.
◦ School districts and BOCES must respond to substantially disproportionate enrollment of individuals of
one sex by reviewing policies and practices for counseling students.
◦ School districts and BOCES should take proactive steps to increase enrollment of the underrepresented
sex.
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Gender Equity
Recruitment and Promotional Activities
◦ Avoid creating or perpetuating stereotypes
◦ Ex. Career Day, Brochures

Admissions and Access to Classes and Schools
◦ Prohibition against criteria which unlawfully discriminate on the basis of sex
◦ Ex.
preference/rankings using sex as a criteria
◦ Ex.
test/criterion for admission or programs that have a disproportionately adverse effect on
individuals of one sex , unless they are valid predictions of success in a program.
◦ Student may not be excluded on basis of sex.
◦ Pederson v. La State Univ, 213 F.3d 858, 880 (5th Cir. 2000) “If an institution makes a decision not to
provide equal…opportunities for its female students because of paternalism and stereotypical
assumptions about their interests and abilities, that institution intended to treat women differently
because of their sex,” in violation of Title IX.
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Gender Equity
Counseling and Appraisal Materials
◦ Counseling/guidance for admissions
◦ May not direct or urge students to enroll in a particular career program or predict prospective success based
upon student’s sex.
◦ OCR recommends BOCES and districts develop procedures for ensuring that counseling and appraisal
materials do not discriminate on the basis of sex.
◦ Need to use the same testing/materials
◦ If one course of study contains a substantially disproportionate number of students of one sex, the
institution must take action to ensure the disproportionality is not the result of sex discrimination in
counseling or appraisal materials or by counselors.
◦ Examples: i)Interview counseling staff on how they counsel students
ii)observe counseling sessions
iii)review all counseling & appraisal materials
iv) offer training to address issues such as implicit bias, local bias, and
sex stereotyping
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Gender Equity
Grievance Procedures
◦ Prompt and equitable resolution
◦ Mechanism for discovering incidents of discrimination as early as possible and for effectively correcting
individual and systemic problems.
◦ Review complaint data—concerns to address
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FERPA Issues:
What basic rights does FERPA provide?
Parents and eligible students have the right to:
◦ inspect and review education records;
◦ have a hearing to challenge records that are inaccurate, misleading, or
otherwise in violation of student’s privacy rights;
◦ determine access to records by third parties (no records are generally
released without the parent or eligible student’s prior written consent), but
there are numerous exceptions to that general rule.
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What is an “Education Record” under FERPA?

A. Information directly related to a student, and maintained by an
educational agency, or by a party acting for the agency.
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Best Practices for Discussing Students
Emails discussing students on district email accounts are covered
under FERPA
Emails on your own personal email account may not be covered
under FERPA
◦ But… they may be discoverable in litigation (by subpoena)
◦ Similarly, texts, emails, and social media posts containing
students’ names may be discoverable in litigation
Be careful when forwarding emails to review the entire chain
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Teacher’s/Counselor’s Personal Notes
Under FERPA, parents can’t access a teacher’s/counselor’s notes kept solely to refresh their
recollection, as long as the notes aren’t shared with anyone else, except a temporary substitute.
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Teacher’s/Counselor’s Personal Notes
However… the fact that the parent can’t access the records under FERPA doesn’t prevent their
attorney from subpoenaing the notes, in the event of a hearing or trial where the notes become
relevant.
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Access to Records
FERPA requires schools to give full rights to access records to either parent, unless it has been
provided with a court order or other legally binding document (e.g. divorce, separation or
custody order) that specifically revokes that right
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Access to Records
What about non-custodial parents?
A. Non-custodial parents still have FERPA rights, unless a court order or
other legally binding document (e.g., divorce decree, separation or
custody order) specifically revokes their rights to inspect and review
education records.
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What Are the Non-Custodial Parent’s Rights to Make
Educational Decisions Regarding the Child?

A. Unless the custody order expressly permits joint
decision-making authority, or designates particular
authority with respect to the child’s education, a
non-custodial generally parent has no right to
“control” educational decisions (e.g. whether the
student goes on field trips, is referred to the CSE,
etc.).
◦ Fuentes v. Board of Education of the City of New York. 12 N.Y. 3d 309 (2009).
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When can records be released without prior written consent?
To school officials with a “legitimate educational interest;”
To schools in which a student seeks or intends to enroll;
To Federal, state, and local authorities involving an audit or evaluation of
compliance with educator programs;
To parents of dependent students (even if the students are over 18);
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When can records be released without prior written consent?
To comply with a judicial order or a lawfully issued subpoena;
In a health and safety emergency;
If it’s “Directory Information;” or
To the student (or eligible student).
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Personal Knowledge or
Observation
Per FPCO, “…FERPA does not prohibit a school official from disclosing
information about a student if the information is obtained through a school
official’s personal knowledge or information, and not from the student’s
education records.”
For example, if a school guidance counselor overhears a student making
threatening remarks to other students, FERPA does not protect that information,
and the counselor may disclose what he or she overheard to the appropriate
authorities.
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“Privileged” Communications
• Are Communications Between School Personnel and Students
“Privileged”?
A. According to the Commissioner of Education, no.
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Litigation Procedures
What should you do if named in a
lawsuit?
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Do’s and Don’ts
Do: turn over the complaint,
immediately, to the school district
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Do’s and Don’ts
Don’t: hold on to the complaint
Don’t: destroy any documents (or delete
any emails or texts) relating to the subject
matter of the complaint
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Defense (assignment and payment of counsel)
and indemnification (payment of a judgment or
settlement, should it come to that), may be
available under one of several statutes, if the
employee was acting in the “scope of
employment” during the relevant time
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Education Law §3811
◦ Employee may be entitled to defense and
indemnification if employee complies with certain
procedural steps and the matter arises out of the
employee’s performance of duties
◦

◦

Must notify district in writing within 5 days of being
served with complaint

However, the employee may have to obtain a “good
faith” certificate from the Commissioner of
Education, or the Court, regarding the performance
of the employee’s duties
◦

Matter of Percy, 31 Ed Dep’t Rep 199, 202
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Education Law §3028
◦
School District may be required to provide a defense to
a teacher (including school counselors) in any civil or
criminal action arising out of discipline of a student
◦

Must deliver original or copy of complaint to the district within 10 days of being
served
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Education Law §3028
◦
In Matter of Sagal-Cotler, 20 NY3d 671 (2013), criminal
charges were brought against two paraprofessionals
for slapping a student and hitting a student on the
head (in violation of §19.5 of the Commissioner’s
Regulations, prohibiting corporal punishment). The
City refused the paraprofessionals’ request for a
defense against the criminal charges.
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Education Law §3028
◦
The Court of Appeals found that the City should have
provided a defense, noting that the wording of §3028
suggests that “the legislature wanted even employees
who engaged in highly questionable conduct to be
defended at public expense”
◦

The Court further noted that a school district’s
obligation to defend employees is not restricted to
those cases where the employee was acting in the
“proper and lawful discharge of his/her duties”
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Education Law §3023
◦ School District is obliged to defend and
indemnify negligence claims (resulting
in bodily injury or property damage)
◦

Deliver original or copy of complaint to
district within 10 days of being served
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Public Officers Law §18
◦ If the Board of Education has adopted a
resolution conferring the benefits of POL §18
on school employees, the District will defend
and indemnify for acts within the scope of
employment
◦

Under POL §18, it is not necessary for a Court
or the Commissioner of Education to certify
when acting within the scope of their duties
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Public Officers Law §18
◦ Public Officers Law §18 is not mandatory – see if
your district has adopted it (it must be adopted prior
to claim being made).
◦ By adopting the statute, the step of applying to the
Commissioner or Court for a “good faith” certificate
(See Education Law §3811) is eliminated.
◦ Also, Public Officers Law §18 does not apply to
administrative proceedings or criminal proceedings
(as per opinions of the NYS Attorney General)
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Defense and Indemnification Statutes
Remember, the time to deliver the
complaint to the school district after
being served is only 5 or 10 days!!!
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Being Called as a Witness
Family Court Proceedings
◦
In general, teachers/counselors called to testify at a Family Court
proceeding regarding a particular child (or children) are not
entitled to counsel at the proceeding
Special Education Impartial Hearings
◦
Guidance counselors may be called to testify at impartial hearings
regarding, for example, counseling services provided to a student
as per the student’s IEP
◦
Again, you would not be entitled to counsel at the proceeding,
though the school attorney will likely meet with you prior to the
hearing to prepare you for testifying
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References, Advice Regarding College Credits, and
College Admission
Can a school district be sued for providing inaccurate information, or failing to provide
information, affecting eligibility for a college scholarship?
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References, Advice Regarding College Credits, and
College Admission
A.

… this is an unsettled area, under NY Law.

Other states have said “no” (Wisconsin), while some have found a school district
could be sued under a theory of negligent misrepresentation (Iowa).
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References, Advice Regarding College Credits, and
College Admission
Note that there is no cause of action for “educational malpractice” in New York State.
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References, Advice Regarding College Credits, and
College Admission
According to the Court of Appeals (the State’s highest court), recognizing a cause of action for
educational malpractice “would constitute blatant interference with the responsibility for the
administration of the public school system lodged by Constitution and statute in school
administrative agencies [i.e. local school boards, the State Education Department, and the Board
of Regents].”
◦ Donohue v. Copiague Union Free School Dist., 47 N.Y.2d 440, 445 (1979)
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References, Advice Regarding College Credits, and
College Admission
What about a college’s liability for admission of allegedly dangerous students?
A.

New York’s Court of Appeals has found that colleges do not act in loco parentis
(unlike elementary and secondary schools), and that colleges, in general, have no
obligation to shield their students from the dangerous activity of other students.
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Suicidal Behavior / Treatment
Q.

Does the parent have the right to determine where to take their child
for medical treatment, in the event the child exhibits suicidal
behavior in the school, or can the police supersede this by taking
the student to the emergency room?
A.

Parents, of course, generally have the right to make all decisions
regarding medical care; however, under §9.41 of the Mental Hygiene
Law, the police have the right to take an individual to the hospital for
immediate observation, care, and treatment if the person appears to be
mentally ill and is conducting himself in a manner likely to result in
harm to himself or others.
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Can a school district and its employees be sued for having an apparently
suicidal student taken to a hospital for observation?
In M.C. v. Arlington CSD, 59 IDELR 134 [S.D.N.Y. 2012], the Court dismissed a lawsuit alleging
school officials questioning an allegedly suicidal student against his will and having police take
the student to the hospital was a violation of substantive due process (or Section 504).
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Pregnant Students
Can, or must, a school guidance counselor notify parents when a student has confided to them
that she is pregnant?
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Pregnant Students
The US District Court for the Eastern District of New York addressed this issue in Port
Washington Teachers’ Union v. Board of Education, 361 F. Supp. 2d 69 (2005)
There, the teachers’ union sought an injunction preventing the District from continuing a policy
stating that:
◦ If a staff member became aware of a student pregnancy, the staff member should immediately notify the social worker
◦ The social worker should then encourage the student to voluntarily disclose the pregnancy to the parents
◦ If the student refuses, the social worker should offer to meet with the parents, to inform them without the student present
◦ If the student continues to refuse, the school social worker should inform the student that s/he will inform the parents, and
proceed to do so
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Pregnant Students
Although the case was dismissed on procedural grounds, it raises some issues to consider regarding
pregnant students, e.g., a school district’s obligation to inform parents of health conditions that may
require professional attention
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QUESTIONS?
77

